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A neH class of oodel., called Kovable Finite 
Auto.ata (MFA) aodels, for si.ulatiDn of sIlf
DrganizatiDn of biological systeos Dn lierocoaputers 
is dlscribed. Their use in sioulating the 
interaction of protein aolecules in the self-asseably 
and operation of the T4 bacteriDphage is described. 

Living systems are quite coople.; understanding 
the. requires experi.ental investigatiDns which yield 
concrete results abDut specific cases and aDdelinq to 
generalize these results. 

COlputer li.ulatiDn IDdel. involve the creation 
of an artificial syste. on a computer which displays 
a behavior close to that of the real syste.. They 
are siaply a convenient Hay of expressing general 
principles in a lashion which is (1) precise, since 
the sYlbols in the COMputer language have precise 
defined .eanings, and (21 co.plete, since if 
essential steps or features are olitted fro. a 
cOlputer lodel, it Hon t work. They require a 
scientist to think and co.aunicate as clearly as 
possible. Coaputer lodels allow easy, r~pid, 

inexpensive, and controlled experiMentation in order 
to infer properties of the real syste.. They enable 
one to desiqn alternate syste •• capable of perfor.inq 
better or different functions. In soa. cases, 
coaputer aodels also serve as theories in biology and 
in others they are the only aeans of thoroughly 
testing and •••• ining • large and intricate theory. 

Biological sv,teas have a great richness of 
behavior, Hhich needs to be modeled and understood. 
However, there is one aspect, the pheno.enon of self
organization which is aore a.enable than others to 
succ.ssful coaputer lodeling. This paper i. devoted 
to the coaputer lodels of self-organization. We will 
5ulaarize a new cla.s of aodels, the Kovable Finite 
Auto.at. (HFA) aodels, for studying self-organiz.tion 
.nd discuss a specific .odel for T4 bacteriophaqe 
asseably and operation; the details can be found 
elsewhere [I-2J 
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Bacteriophages (or siaply phages) are viruses 
which infect bacterial cells, t.ke over their 
replicating aechanisa., and use the. to gener.te more 
viruses [3J. T4 bacteriophage infects the bacteriua 
[-Coli strain B. It consists of an elong.ted 
icosahedral head, formed out of protein, and filled 
Hith DNA (Fig. I). It is attached by a neck to a 
tail consistinq of • hollow core surrounded by a 
cDntractile sheath and based on a spiked end plate to 
which six fibers are attached. The spikes and fibers 
affix the virus to a bacterial cell wall. The sheath 
contracts, driving the core through the •• 11, and 
viral DNA enters the cell. 

E.tensive investiqations into the phaqe assembly 
process have led to the pathway as shown in Fig. 2. 
These investigation suggest that the followinq 
principles are involved in the assembly: (1) 
Subass •• bly- a5seably of subunits in staqes as in an 
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Fig. 1. A Diagra. of 
the Structure of a T4 
Bacter i ophage. 

Fig. 2. The Pathways of 
T4 Bacteriophage A5seably. 
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autOMobile assembly; (2) ~i"i.Jz.tio" of 
Theraodynalie Fr •• £n,rgy; and (3) Sequenlial 
Ass,"bly-in a specific telporal order or pathway 
(e.g., the sheath subunits lust not assDciate with 
one other until the tube-baseplate is assembled and 
is ready to receive thea; likewis., the head-tail 
connector lust nDt attach to the tail untIl the 
sheath is asseMbled around the tube). The contrDls 
required fDr specific ass.lbly appear to be built 
into the structural proteins th,"selve5, and seem to 
be achieved through confor.ational SNitching. 
(According to this idea, proteins C and B aay not 
bond together until B has coabined with anDther 
protein A. This is achieved by a cDnforlational 
change in B which occurs when it COMbines Hith A, and 
which lakes it able tD coabine with C. This will 
lead to a sequence ABC of for.atiDn and nDt any other 
sequence.) 

The Kovable Finite Autouta (HFA) aodels are 
based on the Cellular AutOMaton Hodels [4]. In 
general, such a lodel consists of an array of siaple 
auto.ata Iltuated at the sites in a one, tNO, or 
three-dimensional lattice of integers. The autolat. 
all obey the sale rules, each one can be in one of a 
finite nu.ber of different states, and each one 
changes its state in accordance with inforlation 
obtained fro. the auto.ata which are it. i •• ediate 
neighbors in the lattice. 

These lodels have the advantaql that th.y can be 
readily analyzed and siMulated Dn licrocoMputers [5], 
but have the disadvantage that they lack any physical 
realisD. MFA models are si.ilar to cellular autoaata 

models but are endowed Hith rules of operation that 
.i.ic as closely as possible SD.e of the key 
biophysical principles governing the interaction Df 
biological macro-molecules, cells, and other natural 
subunits. The key feature allowing for greater 
biophysical realis. in HFA aodels is that the 
automata are allowed to .ove about and interact with 
one another. 

Any of the .ovable autoaata can have a nuaber of 
bond sites x on its perimeter. All paraaeters in the 
aodel are integers, including the posftion 
coordinates of bond sites and the size Df the 
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automata. Each bond site, is associated with a bond 
site nu.ber blx), which defines how that site will 
interact with sites on other automata. 

In one specific fora, blx) consists of three 
ports: bid = L:VV:IJ. Hue l denotes the bond 
length Hhich is allowed to take on two values, 0 and 
1, to simulate the stretching and compression of a 
bond between two .olecules. VV denotes an arbitrary 
scale of 'strength" for the site. A high value of VV 
for a site indicates that a bond formed at such a 
site will be .trong. II provides a label for the 
configuration of the site and is used to determine 
whether or not two sites have "coaple.entary· 
configurations, thus allowing them to form a bond. 
This label for a bond site may change due to changes 
in the confiquration of other sites on the molecule 
(caused by the foraation or dissolution of bonds). 
This change in label is introduced to eaulate the 
confor.ational changes occurring in one part of the 
subunIt as a result of changes made in another part 
Iconformational switching). 

The followinq assumptions are made about the 
interactions between two auto"ata: (1) Two automata 
cannot overlap one another, and they generally repel 
each other in proportion to the area of direct 
contact. (2) THO bond sites on different automata can 
fore a bond only Hhen the two sites are directly 
opposite one another on facing surfaces. For tHO 
sites x and y, if biN) = bly), a strong bond of 
strength 4VV Hill be formed. A bond can also be 
for.ed if blx) and bly) differ by 1 but it will be a 
weaker bond, of strength 2VV. On the other hand, if 
they differ by 2 or lore, no bond will be formed. 

With these rules tHO sites can bond only if 
their bond lengths (U and site strengths (VV) are 
identical, and their configuration labels III) do not 
differ by more than I. The key justification for 
this assu.ption is that the affinity for bond 
for.ation between two subunits depends on hOH Hell 
their shapes .atch !thE! lock-and-key concept). 

Figure J illustrates the operation of these 
rules. There, four subunits are represented by tHO
diaensional bo,es, and bond .ites are indicated by 
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Fig. 3. Illustration of Subunit Bonding Rules. See 
t ex t. 

Fig. 4. Illustration of Conformational Change Rules. 
See tex t. 

rectanqles containing values of L:VV:II. These 
rectangles lie outside of the subunits in the case of 
bonds of length 1 (L=l), and lhey lie inside in the 
case of bonds of length 0 (L=O). According to the 
rules, A and 0 can iorm a bond of strength 24, 
whereas neither Band D nor C and D can for. bonds. 

Figure 4 illustrates the rules for 
conformat10nal change. Here the bond site numbers 
blx) are represented by different hatching patterns. 
Initially A and B are able to form a half strength 
bond, but Band C have no affinity for one another. 
Once the bond between A and B has formed. the upper 
bond site on B undergoes the change blx)--lb(x)+I, 
bringing the A-B bond to full strength. This chanqe 
in the upper bond site causes the 10Her bond site to 

make a corresponding change of the form bly)-->bly)
I. As a re.ult, Band C are able to for. a half 
strength bond, and similar conform.tional changes 
occur in the bond sites of C. 

A total configurational energy U is defined for 
the complex of all subunits. This consists of the 
BU. of all repulsions ainul the SUm of the strengths 
of all bonds which have formed in accordance with the 
bonding rules. Subunits are allowed to .ove and 
interact ~ith other subunits. However, changes in 
the tQtal co.plex of subunits are allowed only if 
they do not result in an increase of U (free energy 
mini.ization). This fully defines the dynaaics of 
the aodel. 

The MFA models can be used to simulate on a 
.icrocoaputer and display in color the self-asse.bly 
of a phage-like entity fro. it. coaponents. A feH 
steps in the self-ass.ably of an artificial ·phage' 
are shOHn in Fig. 5. Here, for itaplicity, we have 
"ade the following a.lu.ptions. 

(I) All subunits are boxes with rectangular 
sides and fixed shapes. Also, the siaulated 
bacterial cell Hall, is an array of rectangUlar boxes 
that tend to stick toqether to fora a flexible sheet. 

(2) The phage Reither possesses the head capsule 
nor the neck, Hhich is needed to attach the head to 
the tail. The aain function of the head is to store 
the DNA molecule, and to channel it into the tail 
tube after the tube has penetrated the bacterial cell 
Hall. To siaulate this function, a standardized test 
.olecule is introduced, which will be injected 
through the cell IOall. IThe self organization of the 
head is not well understood, and .eell, to be .uch 
more coaple. than that of the tail that He are 
considering. ) 

(3) The phage does not possess flexible tail 
fibers. Thus, the initial attachaent of the fibers 
to the cell wall and their bending to allow base 
plate attachment to the cell Hall are not simUlated. 
Instead, the base plate is allowed to .ake direct 
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Fig. 5. Computer Generated Graphics Representinq feH 
Successive Stages in the Self-assembly of Phaqe. 
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contact Mith the wall. 
As indicated in Fig. 5, it is possible to 

characterize the bonding sites on each of the 
subunits so that the phage Hill self-asseable. In 
addition, the attachaent of this phage to the cell 
Hall trigger. conforMational changes Hhich propagate 
through the body of the phage, forcing the central 
tube to penetrate the cell wall and release the "DNA" 
test aolecule on the other side of the •• 11. A few 
stages in the penetration proces. are shown in Fig. 
b. Thus the basic rules used to specify self
asseably can allo enaure that the asseabled phage 
.ill carry out the operation it is supposed to 
perfora. 

In this paper He have presented the Movable 
Finite Autoaata (MFA) aodels for si.ulating living 
systea. on a aicrocoaputer. We used these aodels to 
5iaulate bacteriophage assembly and operation. 
Elsewhere [11 Me have used these aodel. to liaulate 
the elongation cycle in the protein biosynthesis. 
Although aodel. of this kind cannot represent 
aolec~I.r interactions on a detailed biophysical 
level, they can faithfully represent the logical 
steps in the confora.tional that governs the behavior 
of aacroaolecular coaplexls in biolDgical systeas. 

The aodel for phage by nD aeans represent the 
biological syste.s as realistically as one Mould 
like. With sufficiently realistic coaputer aodels, 
one can study the effects of design changes either by 
(1) siaply running the aodel', prograa for different 
designs, or (2) by perforaing a general aatheaatical 
analysis of the aodel. Such investigations can be 
useful in studying the origin and evolution of 
biological sYlteas, lince this is a field "here 
general theoretical principles play an essential 
role. The question: can we devise cDaputer .odels 
which are sufficiently realistic to be applicable tD 
such general studies? To answer this, .it is 
necessary to pursue both aodel building and 
experi.ental research in parallel. We are opti.istic 
that the an5Her Hill be in the affiraative. 
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Fig. o. A FeH Stages in the Penetration of the 
Silulated Cell Wall by the Phage of Fig. 5. A 
Section of Cell Wall is Represented by the Grid of 
Bo.es. 
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